
Combi
MODULAR SOFA SYSTEM

The Combi series, as the 

name implies, can be used 

to create a numerous of 

different combinations.

Combi’s airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be 

used extensively in a variety 

of public spaces. 

Combining the modules with 

the corner module you can 

create wonderful and 

welcoming seating groups. 

The product family includes 

benches, armchairs and 2-

seater and 3-seater sofas. 

The sofa elements are also 

available with high back 

and side screens when more 

privacy desired.



Combi
MODULAR SOFA SYSTEM

Creative upholstery choices

1.

The modules can be tailored with 

different colours and even fabrics to 

create unique, creative combinations. 

The material can be selected 

separately to each of the following 

elements:

1. Seat

2. Right and left armrest / backrest

3. Backrest middle module

4. Screens



Combi
MODULAR SOFA SYSTEM

Dimensions

Height & Seating Depth

Width & Depth
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Materials and finishing

Dimensions

Combi
EASY CHAIR WITH FOUR LEGS

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

750 mm 
630 mm (without armrests) with armrests 720 mm

660 mm

440 mm (460 mm available with steel legs)

Design ISKU Team

Legs Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery ISKU standard fabrics

The Combi 1-seater armchair is a timeless seat for a waiting room, lobby 

or guest chair in the office. 

he Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. The product is available with or without armrests, and also with 

high back and/or side screens. 
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Combi
SWIVLE ARMCHAIR WITH FLANGED LEG

The Combi armchair is a timeless seat for a waiting room, lobby or guest 

chair in the office. The product is also available with four standard legs.

he Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. The product is available with or without armrests. With the corner 

module you can create wonderful and welcoming seating groups. 

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

750 mm 
720 mm (with armrests)

660 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Flanged leg Powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 1-SEATER |HIGH BACK SCREEN

Combi 1-seater is a light and versatile product. The seats can be 

combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies.  

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. 

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

630 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
CORNER SOFA |HIGH BACK AND SIDE SCREENS

Combi corner element is a light and versatile product, available also 

with high back and side screen elements . With the corner element sofas  

can be combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and 

lobbies. 

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. The high back and side screens 

allow more privacy and makes sofa to be a perfect partition between 

the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

700 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 2-SEATER

Combi Sofa is a light and space-efficient solution for many uses. 

Combinations of several sofas can create versatile entities in any space.

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. The product is available with or without armrests. With the corner 

module you can create wonderful and welcoming seating groups. 

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

750 mm 
1260 mm (without armrests), 1330 mm (with 2 armrests) 

1290 mm (with the corner piece) 

660 mm

440 mm (460 mm available with steel legs)

Design ISKU Team

Legs Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 2-SEATER |HIGH BACK SCREEN

Combi Sofa is a light and space-efficient solution for many uses. 

Combinations of several sofas can create versatile entities in any space.

The seats can be combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting 

rooms and lobbies. The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used 

to create a numerous of different combinations. 

The high back screen allows more privacy and makes sofa to be a 

perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

1260 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
CORNER SOFA 2-SEATER |HIGH BACK AND SIDE SCREENS

Combi Sofa is a light and versatile product. The seats can be combined 

into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies. The 

Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a numerous of 

different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight appearance allows 

it to be used extensively in a variety of public spaces. 

The high back and side screens allow more privacy and makes sofa to 

be a perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

1330 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 2-SEATER | HIGH BACK AND SIDE SCREENS

Combi Sofa is a light and versatile product. The seats can be combined 

into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies. The 

Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a numerous of 

different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight appearance allows 

it to be used extensively in a variety of public spaces. 

The high back and side screens allow more privacy and makes sofa to 

be a perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

1400 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 3-SEATER

Combi Sofa is a light and space-efficient solution for many uses. 

Combinations of several sofas can create versatile entities in any space.

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. The product is available with or without armrests. With the corner 

module you can create wonderful and welcoming seating groups. 

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

750 mm 
1890 mm (without armrests), 1980 mm (with 2 armrests) 

1920 mm (with the corner piece) 

660 mm

440 mm (460 mm available with steel legs)

Design ISKU Team

Legs Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 3-SEATER |HIGH BACK SCREEN

Combi Sofa is a light and versatile product. The seats can be combined 

into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies. The 

Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a numerous of 

different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight appearance allows 

it to be used extensively in a variety of public spaces. 

The high back and side screens allow more privacy and makes sofa to 

be a perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

1890 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
CORNER SOFA 3-SEATER |HIGH BACK AND SIDE SCREENS

Combi Sofa is a light and versatile product. The seats can be combined 

into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies. The 

Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a numerous of 

different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight appearance allows 

it to be used extensively in a variety of public spaces. 

The high back and side screens allow more privacy and makes sofa to 

be a perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

1960 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
SOFA 3-SEATER | HIGH BACK AND SIDE SCREENS

Combi Sofa is a light and versatile product. The seats can be combined 

into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies. The 

Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a numerous of 

different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight appearance allows 

it to be used extensively in a variety of public spaces. 

The high back and side screens allow more privacy and makes sofa to 

be a perfect partition between the zones of the space.

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

1340 mm

2030 mm

700 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
BENCH 1-SEATER

Combi Bench is a light and versatile product. The seats can be 

combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies.

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. 

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

440 mm

630 mm

660 mm

440 mm (460 mm available with steel legs)

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery ISKU standard fabrics
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Combi
BENCH 2-SEATER

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

440 mm

1260 mm

660 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics

Combi Bench is a light and versatile product. The seats can be 

combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies.

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. 
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Combi
BENCH 3-SEATER

Height

Width

Depth

Seating height

440 mm

1890 mm

660 mm

440 mm

Design ISKU Team

Legs        Solid wood (natural oak, stained black or white) or 

powder-coated steel (black, white) or chrome

Upholstery    ISKU standard fabrics

Combi Bench is a light and versatile product. The seats can be 

combined into a larger groups to serve in the waiting rooms and lobbies.

The Combi series, as the name implies, can be used to create a 

numerous of different combinations. Combi's airy and lightweight 

appearance allows it to be used extensively in a variety of public 

spaces. 


